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ON THE IWASAWA INVARIANTS OF CERTAIN

Zp-EXTENSIONS
J. Carroll and H.

Kisilevsky*

Let k be a finite extension of the rational number field, Q. For prime
p, let K/k be a Zp-extension, i.e. K/k is a Galois extension and Gal(K/k)
r is topologically isomorphic to the additive group of the ring, Zp, of
all p-adic integers. Let L be the maximal abelian unramified p-extension
of K, and denote by X the group Gal(L/K). The X has a natural action
of T and by fixing a topological generator a of r, X becomes a A
Zp[[T]] module under the correspondence 03C3 ~ 1 + T. From the
theory of Zp-extensions ([3]) it follows that X is pseudo-isomorphic to
an elementary A-module E of the form
=

=

p or f is a distinguished irreducible polynomial in Z,171
£(0) % 0. If g(T) T’p-f(T) where s al + ... + ar, f(T)
= 03A0fi~pfi(T)ni, then y Jl(K/k) and the degree of g(T) = 2(K/k) are
the Iwasawa invariants of the Zp-extension K/k. In this paper we study

where f

=

such that

=

=

=

the invariants a 1, ... , a, of the module X for certain Zp-extensions introduced in [4]. We note that it is easy to prove that any Zp-extension K/k
such that K/Q is normal, is the compositum of such a Zp-extension with
k.
Let k be a totally complex abelian extension of Q with Galois group
Gal(k/Q) L1. Let p be an odd prime such that 03C4p-1 1 for every element 03C4 ~ 0394, i.e. p - 1 is divisible by the exponent of the group J. Denote
by Â the group of all homomorphisms of L1 into the group W of all
(p - I)s’ roots of unity in Zp. Finally denote by J the automorphism of k
=

=
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given by complex conjugation under some fixed embedding of an algebraic closure Q into the complex field, C.
Then as is shown [4] for every character ~ ~ such that either x xo
the trivial character, or ~(J) = -1, there exists a uniquely define Zp=

K,lk, such that K,/Q is normal. In fact Gal(K,/Q) is isomorsemi-direct product A - r, where r Gal(K.1k) and L1 is the
fixed lifting of Gal(k/Q) to Gal(K,/Q) which contains J, and such that
03C403B303C4-1 yx(") for each ! E L1, y ~ 0393. Hence Kxo/k is the cyclotomic Zpextension and for x % xo, Kx/Q is a non-abelian extension. It is shown
extension

phic

to

a

=

=

in [4] for the polynomial g(T)
Tsp03BCf(T) that deg(f(T)) is congruent to
0 modulo the order of x in d so that À(K/k) is congruent to s modulo the
order of ~ ~ .
In section 1 we compute the number of factors in X of the form /Ta,
1 when the decomposition group
and in section 2 we prove that a
L1
in
in
is contained
the kernel of x.
D(p) of p
We shall use the following conventions. If A, B are profinite p-groups
then 0: A ~ B is a pseudo-isomorphism if 0 has finite kernel and
cokernel, and we write A - B. If {An}, {Bn} are two sequences of finite
groups then we shall write An 1"’-1 Bn to mean that there are homomorphisms 4Jn: An -+ Bn whose kernels and cokernels have orders bounded in=

=

dependently of n. Such sequences shall arise naturally when A lim Am
B
lim Bn and A - B. Finally if lanl, IB,,l are the orders of An and Bn
respectively we write |An| ~ IBnl to mean that the quotients lAnIlIB"I,
IBnl/IAnl are bounded independently of n, so for example if An ~ Bn,
then |An| ~ IBnl.
=

=

Section 1
Fix

a

the

be

~ ~ , such that x xo
Zp-extension discussed above.

character

=

or

X(J) 1,

Then

K~

=

and let

U

K~/k

kn, where

ko z k1 ~ ... ~ kn ~ ... -K., and each kn is a cyclic extension of k
degree pn. Denote by An the p-primary subgroup of the ideal class
group of kn so that X ~ lim An, the inverse limit being taken with respect to the norm maps Nm,n between the layers km and kn of KX.
k
of

=

is

Define

TX

easily

seen

=

{x ~ X|Tx

that

=

01 = {x ~ X|03B3(x)

TX ~ /T + ...

+

=

x, for all

/T (r factors)

03B3 ~ 0393}. Then it
where X - /Ta1

ll/Tar + 03A3fi~T"/(fi). Since TX = lim AGal(kn/k)n, it is sufficient to
compute the asymptotic order of the groups AGal(kn/k)n where AGal(kn/k)n
= {a~An|03C3(a) = a for all 03C3 ~ Gal(kn/k)}. Since kn/k is cyclic of degree pn,
+

...

+
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it follows from classical genus

theory,

that

where Ao
p-primary part of the class group of k, e1, ..., et the ramification indices of the primes p1, ..., pt of ko ramified in kn, Eo is the
group of units of k, and N(k*n) is the group Nn,0(k*n) of elements of the
multiplicative group k* which are norms from ki.
Since kn/Q is a normal extension and all primes p1, ..., p, of k dividing
p eventually ramify in kn, we see that
=

1 and
REMARK 1: If there is exactly one prime of ko dividing p, t
it follows that |AGal(kn/k)n|is bounded. Consequently TX is finite and so
=

r = 0, i.e. X ~ 03A3fi~T/(fi).
This

occurs

for the field k

=

Q(03BEp), the cyclotomic field of pth roots

of

unity.

Q(D)

REMARK 2: If k
is a complex quadratic field of discriminant
D
0, then Eo is finite, hence [Eo : N(k*n) n Eo] is bounded. It follows
that |AGal(kn/k)n| ~ p(t-1)n where t is the number of primes of k which divide
1 (c.f. Iwasawa [3]). Explicitly r
1 if
p. Hence in this case, r = t
r
if
or
and
0
divides
where
is
+
1
D,
p
(D/p) =
(D/p) = -1
(D/p) the
Kronecker symbol.
In general we must compute the asymptotic orders of the groups
E0/N(k*n) n Eo. Since Eo, and N(k*n) are subgroups of kÓ which are
stable under the action of L1, we shall obtain the orders of these groups
by studying the Zp[0394]-module structure of certain associated groups.
For 03C8 ~ , let
=

-

=

=

Since the exponent of L1 divides p - 1, 8, belongs to Zp[0394] for each
03C8 ~ and together they form a complete set of primitive orthogonal
idempotents of Zp[d]. If M is any Zp[0394]-module, M can be decom-

posed
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where 8,M {m ~ M|03C4(m) = §(1)m, for all 03C4 ~ 0394}.
Let p1,...,pt be the primes of ko which divide p, and let Fl, ..., Ft be
the completions of k at p1, ..., pt, respectively. Let Ui Fi be the group
x Ut. Then
of units of Fi congruent to 1 modulo pi, and let U
U1 x
U is a compact topological group which is a Zp[0394]-module in a natural
way, namely if u (ul, ..., Ut) E U, and i E L1, then i(u) has 03C4(uj) in the pi
component if 03C4(pj) pi. Furthermore we may embed Eo into U diagonally so that Eo is a L1-submodule of U. Let Eo be the closure of Eo in the
topological group U. Since L1 is abelian, Brumer’s theorem [1] on the
=

=

...

=

=

Leopoldt conjecture implies that Éo _ Zpd 2-1. One can show that U
contains a subgroup of finite index which is isomorphic to Zp[0394] as
Zp[0394]-modules so that 8, U - Zp for every 03C8 ~ , (c.f. [4]).
It is also known that there exists a totally real unit ~ ~ E0, such that
the conjugates 03C4(~) of ~, 03C4 ~ 0394, generate a subgroup of finite index of Eo.
If follows that the closed submodule of Éo generated by the elements
03C4(~), 03C4 ~ 0394, has finite index in Eo and is a cyclic Zp[0394]-module.
Furthermore, since 1 is totally real, and 03A003C403C4(~) 1, one sees that
=

the sum taken over 03C8 E:1, 03C8(J) = + 1 and t/J ~ xo .
D(p) g L1 be the decomposition group of the prime p in L1. If
03C8 03B5 , we denote by 03C8|D the character of D obtained by restricting 03C8 to
D. Let Nn be the closure in U of the group N(k*) n Eo.

Hence Eo
Let D

- 03A303C8 03B503C8 U,

=

LEMMA 1:

where the first sum runs over 03C811 E Li such that 03C81(J) = + 1, 03C81
03C81|D ~ X 1 D, and the second sum is taken over 03C82 E Li, such that

B Xo and
03C82(J) =

+ 1, 03C82 ~ ~0, and 03C82|D = ~|D.
PROOF: We first note that k"/ko is a cyclic extension of degree pn
which is unramified at all primes q ~ p1, ..., pt. Hence by the Norm
theorem an element a E ko is a norm from kn if and only if it is a local
norm at all completions of k. In particular since kn/k is unramified at all
primes of k not dividing p, a unit y is a norm from kn if and only if y is a
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local norm at the completion of kn/k at the primes p1, ..., pt. For each
such prime pi, let Fn,~ Fi be a fixed completion of kn at some prime of
kn dividing pi. Let Mn be the subgroup of U which in the pi component
is the group Nn(Un,i) where U",is the group of units of Fn,icongruent to
1 modulo the maximal ideal and Nn denotes the norm map from Fn,to

Fi

so

By local class field theory Mn ç; U is a closed and open subgroup of U,
and N(k*) n Eo z Mm so that Nn ~ Mn n Eo. On the other hand let
03B1 ~ Mn n Éo, and let Da be any neighborhood of a in U. Since Mn ç; U
is open, we may suppose O03B1 ~ Mn. As a E Éo, there is an
e c- 0,,, n Eo g Mn n Eo. But the norm theorem then implies that
03B5 ~ Nn(k*n) n Eo and so a must be in lV". Since Éo ~ 03A303B503C8U the sum taken
over 03C8 ~ , such that §(J) = +1, 03C8 ~ xo, it suffices to compute Mn.
Note that for each pi dividing p, the extension kn/k is ramified at pi
(for n sufficiently large) and the ramification index of pi in kn is asymptotically equal to p", so that the local extension Fn, i/Fi is essentially
totally ramified. Furthermore k/Q p is a galois extension with
Gal(k/Qp) ~ D D(p). In addition Fn,JQp is a normal extension
satisfying
=

Therefore by local class field theory,

Gal(Fn,i/Fi) ~ F*i/Nn(F*n,i)
Ui/Nn(Un,i)
~

Now,

as

before,

we can

as

we see

that

Démodules

since

Fn,i/Fi is

almost

totally

ramified.

write

where 03B503C8’ are the primitive idempotents in Z p [D], and 03C8’ run over the
characters of D ~ L1. As before one sees that 03B503C8’Ui ~ Zp for each character 03C8’ of D so that it follows that
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where

x’ is the character of D given by ~’ = X 1 D.

Hence

where the first sum is taken over characters 03C811 of L1 such that t/1 11 D
~ xl D and the second sum is over characters t/1 2 of d such that 03C82|D
~ xiD. Finally since Nn Mn n Eo, the statement of the lemma follows.
To compute the group order [E0:N(k*n)~E0] we note that E0 =
= E0·Nn and that N(k*n)~E0~Nn~E0~Mn~E0~E0~Mn~E0
c N(k:) n Eo, the last inequality being given by the norm theorem.
Therefore E0/N(k*n) n E0 ~ Eo/Nn. From the lemma, it follows that
|E0/Nn| ~ pan where a is the number of characters 03C82 of d such that
03C82(J) = +1, 03C82 ~ ~0, and 03C82|D = ~|D. Therefore, we see that
|AGal(kn/k)n| ~ p(t-a-1)n and so we have proved the following theorem:
=

the introduction,
the
maximal
abelian
unramified pgalois group of
Then TX ~ Zrp where r is given below:

THEOREM 1: Let
and let X be the
extension

of Kx.

K~/k

be the

Zp-extension defined in

Section 2

again consider the Zp-extension Kx/k, for a charac~(J) = -1 or x Xo. In §1 we investigated the submodule

In this section
ter x E

Xo

Â,

of X,

with

Xo

=

we

=

{x ~ X|Tkx

=

0 some k

1}.

In this section

we

prove:

THEOREM 2: Let K,lk be the Zp-extension described above. If D(p) (=
the decomposition group of p in 0394) is contained in the kernel of X then Xo
is a semi-simple -module.
Note: The case x
~0 is treated in [2].
=

To this end we consider the extension L/K, the maximal abelian unramified p-extension of K such that every prime of K dividing (p) splits
completely in L. Then K z L z L and it is shown (Iwasawa [3]) that
Gal(L/L’) ~ /03BE1 ... x /03BEk, where each Çi is a distinguished irre-
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ducible polynomial, and 03BEi(T) divides (T + 1)n0 1 for some integer no.
It follows that Gal(L/L) has no submodule pseudo-isomorphic to /T2.
Hence in order to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to prove that the
divisor of X’ = Gal(L/K) is prime to (T), or equivalently that TX’ is
finite.
Consider in k., the subgroup Dn £; An of all ideal classes of p-power
order which are represented, modulo principal ideals, by a product of
primes dividing p. Let An An/Dn so that by class field theory, An corresponds to the maximal abelian unramified p-extension of kn in which all
primes dividing p are completely split. Therefore lim A’n ~ X’, the in-

=

limit again taken with respect to the
sufficient to prove that the orders

verse

norm

maps. It is therefore

remain bounded for all n.
We shall need the following version of the classical results of genus
theory. Let F be a number field and let S be a finite set of primes of F
including the Archimedean primes. Denote by Is IF, s the (multiplicative) group of ideals of F generated by the finite primes of S, so that
Is g IF is a subgroup of the group of all ideals IF. Denote by I’F IF/IS,
P§ I’Flslls where PF is the group of principal ideals of F and CF
I’F/P’F the S-class group of F. Finally let E’F = the set of S-units F, i.e.
EF {03B1 ~ F*|(03B1) ~ Is} where (a) is the principal ideal generated by a. For
an extension M/F we again let S denote the set of all primes of M which
divide primes of S.
=

=

=

=

=

LEMMA 2: Let

M/F be a cyclic

extension

of degree d, then

where fi n p is the product of the local degrees of primes p E S, n ep
product of the ramification indices of those primes of F not in S.
PROOF: Let G

we

=

Gal(MIF).

obtain the exact sequence

From the exact

G-sequence,

is the
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since

Hence

We then have

Now [I’F:P’F] =|C’F|. To compute (I’M)G/I’F, we let a’~(I’M)G, and let a be
a’ for 03C3 e G, we must have
an ideal of M, representing a’. Since Q(a’)
=

So that there exists

an

b E IM, s

that NM/F(b)
1. Since H-1(G, IM,S)
0, there is an ideal
now
follows that (IM)G
so
that
It
that b
a·c ~ IGM.
c/J(c),
IGMIM,S/IM,S so that the following sequence is exact:

This

implies
c ~ IM,S such
=

ideal

=

=

=

But [(IM)G : I,] is the product of the ramification indices over all primes
of F ramified in M, and [IFIGM,S : I,] is equal to the product of the ramification indices over all primes of S (in F) ramified in M, hence [(I’M)G : I’F]
is the product of ramification indices over all primes of F, not in S,
ramified in M.
From the exact G sequence

we

obtain the exact sequence of

Thus

we

obtain

cohomology

H1(G, E’M) ~ (P’M)G/P’F and

groups
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Now

and the Herbrand

where np

=

local

quotient

degree of the prime p

for the extension

M/F. Therefore

We shall be interested in the case that M
kn, F ko, and S will be
the set of primes of ko, which divide (p), and the Archimedean primes. In
1. We
this situation only primes of S ramify in kn so that [(I’kn)G:I’ko]
note also in this case that for p E S, the decomposition group of p has
bounded index in Gal(kn/ko) so that
=

=

=

where t is the number of primes of ko dividing (p). Thus, in order to
that
prove
|(A’n)G| is bounded we must show that

[E’0 : E’0 n N(k*n)] ~ pn(l - 1).
As in [2], we reduce this computation to the case that p is totally split
in k. We can do this under the assumption that the decomposition
D(p) of p in L1 is a subgroup of the kernel of x.
group D
=

PROOF OF THEOREM 2: Let be the subfield of k fixed by D, and let K
be the subfield of K
Kx fixed by a lifting of D to Gal(KX/Q) (c.f. [4],
where one sees that there is a unique lifting of L1 to Gal(KX/Q) containing J). Since D g ker x, we see that D is a subgroup of the center of
Gal(KX/Q) and hence K~/Q is normal, and K/k is the Zp-extension corresponding to the character X of 0394/D induced by x. Let Î,, be the nth
layer of the Zp-extension K/k, so Cn is the subfield of kn fixed by D.
Denote by p1, ..., pt the primes of C dividing (p), such that pi ~ p;, 1
= 1,..., t. We may choose 03B1 ~ p1 so that a = 1 (mod pi), i 2,..., t and
03B1 ~ E’k. (For example if g’ (al) in k, we may choose 03B1p-11.)
=

=

=
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Let B be the subgroup of k* ~ k* generated by the conjugates of a
under Gal(k/Q) £é 0394/D. Then B has a free Z-basis consisting of the conjugates of a, and is isomorphic to Z[0394/D] as Z[0394/D]-modules. By
choice of a, we have B z E’- g Ei.
We show that

and that the latter group has order ~ p(t-1)n. From this we may conclude that the subgroup of E’0/E’0 ~ N(k*n) represented by elements of B
already has order ~ p(t-1)n so that |(A’n)Gal(kn/k)| is bounded for all n.
To prove these statements, let 13 E B with 13
Nkn/k(03B3), then if IDI = b,
=

pb

=

Nkn/k(03B3).

It follows that

Therefore

Since B is

is bounded

a

finitely-generated

(by tb) for

all n

so

group of

rank t,

we

have

that

We may now assume that k = k, and that (p) is totally split in k. Also
as free basis {03C3(03B1)|03C3 ~ 0394} and so B ~ Z[d] as a Z[0394]-module. We
to conclude the theorem, by a
prove that
method similar to that of section 1.
As in section 1, let Fn,i be the completion of kn at a prime (of kn) over
1, ... t,
pi. Then F", ilfi is a cyclic extension of degree ’" pn for each i
and has ramification index also ’" pn. Since (p) is totally split in k,
F; = Qp for each i. Let Nn(Fn, i) be the subgroup of F*i of norms from F*n,
so that {Nn(Fn,i)} form a decreasing sequence of closed subgroups of
finite index in F*. Since the ramification index of pi in kn, ~pn, we have
B has

[B:B ~ Nkn/k(k*n)] ~ p(t-1)n

=
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an integer mo &#x3E; 0 independent of n such that
of p-adic order mo for each n. Since sets of
an
element
contains
Nn(F*n,i)
elements in Nn(F*n,i) of order mo form a decreasing sequence of compact
sets, it follows that there is an element 03C0i~ n Nn(F*n,i), ordp(03C0i) =

It is clear that there is

= m0

&#x3E;

0, and

we

pm003B5i for some unit ei E Ui.
a cyclotomic extension of Qp obtained
of unity to Qp. In this case, 03C0i=p and

may write ni
xo, Fn,i/Fi is

=

(Note that if x
by adjoining a pn+1-st root
ej
1.)
By replacing a by am° if necessary,
divisible by mo, so we write ordpl(a)
Define a map 0: B - U as follows
=

=

=

assume

we

may
moc, for

some

that

integer

ordp1(03B1)

is

c.

We may make 0 into a L1-map be defining ~(03C3(03B1))
03C3(~(03B1)) for 03C3 ~ 0394.
Since B is a free Z[0394]-module this defines a Z[0394]-homomorphism
=

Let B be the closure of

~(B)

in U, and let

Qn be the closure of

~(B ~ Nkn/k(k*n)) in U, then

We show that asymptotically [B:Qn] ~ p(t-1)n.
Firstly, 13 E B is a norm from k*n if and only if 03B2 is a local norm at all
completions by primes of k. As in section 1, since 03B2 is a unit at all primes
not dividing (p), and k"/k is ramified only at primes dividing (p), 13 is a
norm from kn if and only if it is a local norm at the primes p1, ... pt of k.
Let 13= 03A0 3C4~0394 03C4(03B1)03B103C4, 03B103C4 ~ Z, then at the prime pi = u(p 1), aEL1, 13 is a
local norm if and only if 03B203C3(03C01)-ca03C3 is a norm from Fn(since n, is a
norm from all Fn, 1, 03C3(03C01) is a norm from all Fn,i; where a(n 1) c- Fi is the
image of 1tlEFl under the natural map a:F1-+Fi induced by aEL1,
03C3(p1) = pi). However, as in section 1, since Fn,ï/Fi is "almost" totally
ramified, we see that

Also, as Fi ~ Qp, we see that Ui ~ Zp so that [Nn(Un,i): Upni] is
bounded for all n. Thus we see that fl is a local norm at pi from kn if and
only if 03B2bo03C3(03C01)-ca03C3bo E Up" for some power bo independent of n.
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has 03B203C3(03C01)-ca03C3 in the pi co-ordinate, it follows that
is bounded for all n. However [B:Bpn] ~ [B : B n Upn] so
we see that [B:Qn] ~ [B:Bpn] ~ psn where s is the Zp-rank of B. We
show that s ~ t
1 (and so s = t
1).
Now B - U as a Zp[0394]-sub-module. Furthermore U ~ Zp[0394], so
that 03B503C8U ~ Z p for each character 03C8 ~ . Hence 03B503C8B is either ~ Zp or - 0
for each character 03C8 ~ . We prove that 03B503C8B 0 for at most one character Ç/ E using the p-adic version of Baker’s theorem on linear forms of
Since

0(p)
[Qn : B n UP"]

-

-

=

logarithms.
Suppose that

for distinct characters .p 1 ~ 03C82~, we had 03B503C81B = 03B503C82B
would have ~(03B1)d03B503C81= 1
~(03B1)d03B503C82 where d =1L11.
co-ordinates
at
we
have, in F1 the equations
p
Comparing
pi

= 0. Then

we

=

=

Taking pl-adic logarithms

we

have

Since p1, ..., p, are Z-independent in the group of ideals of I, it is clear
that {03C4(03B1)}03C4~0394 are Z-independent elements of k*. If we had

Then 03A003C4~0394 !«(X)a1: would be
so it would follow that

an

for

a, b, and

a

root of

unity

in

element in

some

Fl.

Fl, in the kernel of log,,, and

integers

But

taking ideals (in k)

we

would then

have

Hence {logp103C4(03B1)}03C4~1 are linearly independent over Z(resp. Q) and by
Brumer’s theorem [1], we see that they are linearly independent over
the algebraic closure of Q and this is a contradiction as Ç/1 =1= 03C82. Hence
B- Zt-1p as a Zp-module, and it follows that [B:N(k*n)~B]~p(t-1)n
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that [E’0:N(k*n)~E’0] ~ pn(t - 1) and |(A’n)Gal(kn/k)| is bounded. This
tablishes the theorem stated at the beginning of section 2.
so

es-

REMARK: 1. If x
p. In this case
xo, then as noted 03B5 = 1 and n
for
and
03B503C8B ~ Zp all 03C8 ~ xo.
8XOB 0,
1 but by the inequality
2. The proof shows that B- Zp with s ~ t
1 and so s = t
1.
from the genus theory, s ~ t
3. Theorem 2 establishes the semi-simplicity of Xo in the case
D(p) - ker x. This applies in cases (b), (d), (e) of Theorem 1. It can be
shown using the methods of J.F. Jaulent [5] that this may fail to be true
in cases (a) and (c). (See [5, 6]).
=

=

=

-

-

-
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